Theomatik®

by Bouncer™

People who can only use one arm have great
difficulty eating independently. This not only
causes a lot of time to be lost, but also lowers
the self-esteem of these affected individuals.
Theomatik® is a table aid lunch plate to allow
people with one functional arm to eat
independently again. Both at home and while
on the move. Theomatik® helps make these
people’s limitations bearable, less noticeable,
worry-free again. Theomatik® makes eating
easier and more fun again. So it revolves around
them again, not their problem.
We purposely made it a very tangible & sensory
product, as the motor skills & occupational
therapy element of promoting a person's ability
to fulfill their daily routines and roles is crucial
for elderly and/or people in rehabilitation. We
also consciously chose for the orange color as
this is the best color for people with a visual
limitation and for people with dementia.
Next to giving back people their independence,
dignity & freedom by allowing people to
independently eat again, Theomatik® also helps
relieve the work pressure of healthcare
personnel as it allows them to focus on other
tasks instead of having to spread sandwiches.
Theomatik® not only offers added value to the
user, but also offers a strong return on
investment for the buying hospital, elderly
home or rehabilitation center.

Growth by dignity
Contact us at info@bouncer.be
www.bouncer.be

Theomatik®

by Bouncer™

Bouncer™ helps lift the self-sustainability
of people through inclusive products and
Activities of Daily Living (ADL) aids.

From butter and jam cups over yoghurt to beverage cans
The wedge-shaped openings
are designed to clamp cups
with a diameter ranging from
20 up to 70 mm.

Stackable Tray
The tray is designed for easy stacking
with an eye for optimal space usage

Packaging cutter
This small safe cutting
tool helps open all
packaging bags such
as sugar, tea, cheese
or bacon,
all one-handed.

Antislip
For stability on tables and
foodtrays, the bottom of
every Theomatik® is
equipped with antislip. This
helps for a fixated tray when
opening cups or cutting your
slice of bread.

Small lunch plate
In the small lunch plate you can
lock a slice of bread in between
the 4 raised edges. The lunch plate
is also foreseen of antislip at the
bottom and has pre-formed
cutting shapes in the 4
raised sides
to easily help
you to cut
your slice of
bread
to the bottom.

Specifications
Dishwasher safe
Weight - 900 grams
Polypropylene - TPE - Stainless Steel
Dimensions - (L) 36,5 x (W) 18,8 x (H) 3 cm
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